Recent studies in rodents suggest that somatosensory stimulation could provide neuroprotection during ischemic stroke by inducing plasticity in the cortex-vasculature relationship. While functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has shown that somatosensory stimulation increases cerebral blood flow (CBF) over several seconds, subsecond changes in CBF in the basal cerebral arteries have rarely been studied due to temporal resolution limitations. This study characterized hemodynamic changes in the middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) during somatosensory stimulation with high temporal resolution (100 samples/s) using functional transcranial Doppler ultrasound (fTCD). METHODS: Pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation, consisting of punctate pressure pulses traversing the glabrous skin of the hand at 25 cm/s, was used to induce CBF velocity (CBFV) response curves. Changes in CBFV were measured in the bilateral MCAs using fTCD. All 12 subjects underwent three consecutive trials consisting of 20 seconds of stimulation followed by 5 minutes of rest.
Introduction
Functional transcranial Doppler ultrasound (fTCD) is a technique that noninvasively measures changes in cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) in the major cerebral arteries during applied stimuli with high temporal resolution. 1 Changes in CBFV have been shown to be correlated with changes in CBF in the basal cerebral arteries if the arterial diameter remains constant, which appears to be a valid assumption under most conditions, for example, hypercapnia and hypocapnia. 2 Through neurovascular coupling, changes in CBF in an artery may be related to activation of specific cortical areas within the territory perfused by that artery. 3 As shown in rodent experiments, somatosensory stimulation (deflection of vibrissae) represents an intriguing possibility of protection from stroke by exploiting the plasticity of interactions between the cerebral cortex and its supporting vasculature. 4 Sensory stimulation was given to rats through stimulation of the whiskers, which possess large and detailed "barrel" representations in the rodent cortex. 5 It has been suggested that similar neuroprotective effects might be created by sensory stimulation to the human hands or lips, 4 which possess similarly large and complex cortical representation. 6 Very few studies have directly measured the effect of sensory stimulation of the hands or lips on CBFV in the basal cerebral arteries, 7 although the effects of sensory stimulation of the hand on local or regional CBF have been studied by various modalities, including PET, 8, 9 functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), [10] [11] [12] and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). 13 Each of these modalities has drawbacks and limitations. For example, PET has limited spatial 14 and temporal 8, 15 resolution and involves radiation exposure, 16 fMRI has limited temporal resolution, 17 and fNIRS has relatively low spatial resolution. 18 The technique of fTCD provides a complement to these methodologies by allowing observation of CBFV changes within basal cerebral arteries noninvasively and in real time, with high temporal resolution (around 100 samples/s) at a single spatial point of observation in the basal artery. The observed CBFV changes derive from changes in the perfusion of the downstream territory of the basal artery under observation. 1 A novel multichannel pneumotactile stimulation device has been developed by one of the authors. 10 In contrast with the electrical stimulation often used to study the CBF response to somatosensory stimuli, 19 pneumotactile stimulation is thought to provide recruitment of somatosensory nerve fibers in a more "natural" order than that provided by electrical stimulation. 6 Additionally, stimuli may be tuned to occur at a specific "traverse velocity" falling within an optimal range for evoking neural activation. 20 In this study, hemodynamic changes due to pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation at a specific traverse velocity of 25 cm/s were monitored in real time in the paired middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) using fTCD. The primary aim of this study was to determine the temporal characteristics and magnitude of changes in CBFV and other cerebral hemodynamic parameters in response to pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation in young, healthy adults.
Methods Subjects
Twelve subjects between the ages of 19 and 27 (mean age: 23; 6M/6F) were recruited for this study. All were right-handed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, with an average handedness score of 87% and range of 33-100%. 21 The procedure was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and all subjects gave informed consent.
Equipment and Procedure
A transcranial Doppler ultrasound system (Doppler Box X, Compumedics Germany Gmbh, Singen, Germany) was used with 2 MHz pulsed-wave transducers to insonate the bilateral MCAs. The transducers were held on the subject's temporal acoustic window using a custom-made fixation device. The procedure for locating the MCAs and attaching the fixation device was as follows: first, a handheld transducer was used to locate the signal from each MCA. Next, the fixation device was placed on the subject, with the transducers positioned at the location found by handheld assessment. The MCAs were identified by their characteristic waveform, direction of flow (toward the transducer), and depth of signal (mean ± std: 54.8 ± 6.5 mm left, 57.3 ± 5.3 mm right). For all but two subjects, the bifurcation of the carotid artery into the MCA and anterior cerebral artery was located on at least one side and served as a reference point for the location of the MCA (mean depth ± std: 65.8 ± 7.8 mm left [N = 9 subjects], 65.4 ± 3.7 mm right [N = 10 subjects]).
Somatosensory stimulation was applied using a Galileo tactile stimulus system developed by one of the authors (SB) (Epic Medical Concepts & Innovations, Olathe, KS). An array of 14 custom-made miniature plastic air-filled capsules (TAC-Cells, 6 mm ID, Epic Medical Concepts & Innovations) were adhered to the glabrous skin of the right hand with adhesive tape collars and tincture of Benzoin as shown in Figure 1 (B). Short (60 milliseconds, 9.5 milliseconds rise/fall) biphasic pressure pulses (+140 to −80 cmH 2 O) were applied. These air pulses traversed the glabrous hand at a mean constant velocity of approximately 25 cm/s. The first pulse stimulated the distal phalanges for digits 2-5, followed sequentially by activation of cells placed on the middle phalanges for digits 2-5, metacarpals for digits 2-5, thenar eminence, and the distal phalanx of the thumb (digit 1). This saltatory stimulus train was cycled continuously for 20 seconds, which was followed by at least 5 minutes of rest (no stimulation). This stimulation-rest block was repeated three times for each subject (see Fig 1C for experimental timeline).
Data Processing
The envelope data were processed using custom scripts in MATLAB R2014b (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA), following a previously described procedure. 1, [22] [23] [24] Data were first visually inspected for poor signal or spurious peaks, and trials containing such data were not included in calculation of means (see below). Next, the left and right envelope waveform from each subject was filtered with a low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter (−1 dB at a passband frequency of f pass = .47 Hz, −40 dB at a stopband frequency of f stop = 1.0 Hz, filter order = 266) to remove the quasi-cyclic effect of heart beat. Then, the filtered envelope waveforms were separated into individual trials, with each trial consisting of a baseline period (25 seconds), stimulus period (20 seconds), and rest period (3 minutes 30 seconds). The percent change dV(t)(%) was calculated for each trial as follows:
where V(t) was the envelope waveform as a function of time and V pre.mean was the mean value of V(t) over the baseline period preceding the stimulus. The percent change was then averaged over all trials for one subject to produce one graph of average percent change versus time for each subject. Finally, all subjects' data were averaged together to produce a plot of ensemble average percent change versus time for the envelope waveform data (Fig 2A) . Note that some trials were not included in ensemble averaging due to poor signal or spurious signal, as mentioned above; one subject had the second trial removed from both sides, and another subject had the second and third trials removed from both sides.
Lateralization V(t) (%) was found by first finding the average percent change in envelope velocity for the left and right MCAs over all trials for each subject and then subtracting the right side from the left side, as follows:
where dV(t) Left and dV(t) Right are the average percent change in the envelope velocity for the left side and right side as functions of time, as given from Equation (1) . Positive values of V(t) represent left lateralization, while negative values represent right lateralization. All subjects' data were averaged together to produce a plot of ensemble average lateralization versus time for the envelope waveform data (Fig 2B) . Systolic (V s ) and diastolic (V d ) velocities were found per heartbeat from the unfiltered envelope velocity data using a custom MATLAB script. The mean velocity (V m ) per heartbeat was then found by numerically integrating the unfiltered envelope velocity waveform from the time of one V s to the time of the next V s , divided by the time length of the cycle. Finally, PI, a measure of distal arterial resistance, 25 was calculated for each heartbeat using the following equation:
where subscript i denotes ith heartbeat, PI i is the value of PI, V s,i is the systolic velocity, V d,i is the diastolic velocity, and V m,i is the mean velocity. For time synchronization purposes, the time of PI i was taken as the time of V s,i for each heartbeat. A linear interpolation function in MATLAB was used to interpolate PI i values between heartbeats, followed by sampling at 100 Hz to create a uniform time base 27 and allow for averaging across trials and subjects. The percent change versus time for PI was calculated for each trial and then averaged across all trials and all subjects, using the same procedure as given above for the envelope waveform.
Statistics
To test whether the maximum evoked response decreased with successive stimuli, ensemble averages were calculated for the first, second, and third trials separately for envelope velocity and lateralization. Only data from the 10 subjects with no discarded trials (see above) were used to avoid using incomplete blocks. SAS v9.4 software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used to compare between the trials to see if adaptation was occurring. First, the time t max at which the largest percent change occurred for each trial was found. Next, a custom MATLAB script was used to find the average of each trial over a .5-second time interval centered at t max . This averaging was performed for each subject and each side individually. Finally, the averages for all subjects were input into SAS and analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA), with blocking by subjects, blocks treated as random, and Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. Upper and lower limits for 95% confidence intervals were calculated using lsmeans in SAS.
Results
Figure 2(A) shows the ensemble average envelope velocity percent change versus time. Initially, both sides have a maximum evoked increase of about 13.3% at 3.5 seconds after stimulation begins (iv). Envelope velocity falls below 0% (vi) and rises again (ix). Envelope velocity has a brief latency after the stimulus ends (xi) before returning to 0% (xiii). There is an undershoot at about 38 seconds after stimulation ends (xv). Because the envelope velocity remains close to 0% for the remainder of the rest period, the last 95 seconds of the rest period are not shown. Figure 2 (B) shows ensemble average PI percent change versus time. PI decreases initially, reaching a minimum at 3.4 seconds after stimulation begins (iv). PI then rises (vi), staying elevated until 18 seconds after stimulus onset, and then begins to fall (viii), reaching 0% about 18 seconds after stimulus removal (xiii). There is a brief increase in PI at about 28 seconds after stimulation ends (xiv), and PI then remains close to 0%, with small variations. The last 95 seconds of the rest period are not shown.
Figure 2(C) shows the ensemble average lateralization versus time. There is a left-lateralized peak during the baseline period (i). When the stimulus begins, lateralization rises quickly, reaching a maximum left lateralization of 2.0% about 16 seconds after stimulus onset (vii). After the stimulus ends, there is a minimum (right) lateralization of −1.5% (x). Lateralization returns to 0% (xii) and has moderate variations about 0% for the remainder of the rest period. However, the variation occurs over short time periods, suggesting that random fluctuations are the cause. The last 95 seconds of the rest period are not shown.
Plots of the ensemble average envelope velocity percent change versus time for the first, second, and third trials are shown in Figures 3(A) and (B) , illustrating adaptation effects. The maximum percent change for the first trial, occurring at about 3.6 seconds after stimulus onset, has a magnitude of 20.5% on the left side and 18.8% on the right side. The maximum percent change for the second trial is 13.8% on the left side and 13.4% on the right side, and the maximum percent change for the third trial is 9.2% on the left side and 6.6% on the right side.
A plot of the ensemble average lateralization versus time for the first, second, and third trials is shown in Figure 3(C) . The maximum lateralization for the first trial occurs at about 18.4 seconds after stimulus onset with a value of 3.9%. The maximum lateralization for the second trial occurs at about 16.0 seconds after stimulus onset with a value of about 3.3%, and the maximum lateralization for the third trial occurs at about 7.8 seconds after stimulus onset with a value of about 2.6%. Table 1 shows upper limits, lower limits, and P-values for the Tukey-corrected 95% confidence intervals for differences between the maximum percent changes in ensemble average envelope velocity for pairs of trials. Table 2 shows the upper limits, lower limits, and P-values for the 95% confidence intervals for the maximum lateralization for each trial.
Discussion
Most notably, the large, sharp increase in the ensemble average envelope velocity during the first trial ( Figure 3) indicates that a large, rapid neuronal activation is evoked by pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation. This increase is comparable to that seen with the most potent stimuli studied with fTCD, such as visual stimuli, which may lead to a 40% increase in CBFV in the posterior cerebral artery, 28 and breath holding, which may lead to a 30% or greater increase in CBFV in the MCA. 29 In this experiment, the full hand was stimulated with a saltatory (moving) stimulus traveling at a traverse velocity anticipated to create a maximum neural response; 20 a large percent increase in CBFV would be expected for such a potent stimulus. For the first trial alone, the maximum percent increase in the ensemble average envelope velocity is 20%, and averaging across three trials, the maximum percent increase in the envelope velocity is 13.3% for the first peak and 5.8% for the second peak. Figure 2 highlights the ability of fTCD to provide high temporal resolution information on changes in correlated hemodynamic variables. For example, while the ensemble average envelope velocity (Fig 2A) initially increases to a maximum at 3.5 seconds after stimulation onset, the PI (Fig 2B) simultaneously decreases (Table 3 , row iv). Since PI is a measure of distal arterial resistance, 25 the initial sharp increase in ensemble average envelope velocity is likely due to a rapid decrease in resistance via vasodilation of arteries distal from the MCA. However, ensemble average PI does not decrease during the second maximum in the ensemble average envelope velocity (about 3.4 seconds after stimulation end), possibly due to greater between-subject variance for PI during this second rise in envelope velocity.
Adaptation effects can be seen when looking at the sharp initial increase in the ensemble average envelope velocity percent change (Figs 3A-B) . For both sides, the maximum percent change in the first trial is significantly different from that in the third trial (Table 1) , indicating some decrease during repeated applications of the stimulus. However, the maximum percent change in the first trial is not significantly different from that in the second trial, and the maximum percent change in the second trial is not significantly different from that in the third trial. An exponential model of the form
where A and b are positive constants, fits a scatterplot of the data for maximum percent change for each subject, d V max (k), versus the trial number minus one (k), with r 2 = .216 for the left side and r 2 = .162 for the right side (not shown). However, when exponential models of the form given in Equation (4) are fit to individual subjects' data, r 2 values are higher, with 7 of 10 subjects having r 2 > .6. A decreasing exponential trend is a known characteristic of adaptation (or "habituation"), which is the process by which the brain adapts to repeated stimuli. 30 Adaptation is present at all levels from mechanoreceptors to relays in the central nervous system, 31 and has previously been observed in humans 31 and anesthetized animals. 32 The peak occurring 3.5 seconds after stimulus onset in the ensemble average envelope velocity versus time plot (Fig 2A) appears to adapt quickly with subsequent trials, while the second, lower peak beginning 9.6 seconds after stimulus onset may represent a more "steadystate" response to pneumotactile stimulation. Due to its high temporal resolution, the technique of fTCD may thus be very useful for identifying quickly evolving responses such as the first peak in Figure 2 (A), which would likely be missed by other functional imaging modalities.
Slight left lateralization, contralateral to the stimulus, occurs during stimulation (Fig 2C) , similar to what has been observed in other tactile somatosensory stimulation experiments (see Introduction). Lateralization may slightly decrease over successive trials; although no trials are significantly different from the others, only the first and second trials have a maximum lateralization that is significantly different from 0% ( Table 2 ). The maximum ensemble average lateralization reaches 3.9% during the first trial (Fig 3C) and 2.0% when averaged over all three trials (Fig 2C) . Although small, this value of lateralization is similar in magnitude to other fTCD literature values during various stimuli, including visuospatial tasks 22 and word generation tasks. 23, 24, 33 Due to interhemispheric connections and the highly distributed nature of the somatosensory system, 34 the neural response is distributed throughout both hemispheres. The bilateral response to unilateral pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation has been observed previously using fMRI, 10 and may explain the small overall lateralization observed.
In this preliminary study, subjects were recruited from a young and healthy population without any known neurological deficits or disorders. Both age and vascular health might affect the results obtained, however. For example, the maximum percent increase in the envelope velocity might be smaller for older subjects, who have been shown to have a decreased evoked CBFV response to visual stimuli compared to younger subjects. 28 Also, older populations are more likely to have diseased vasculature, for example, carotid artery atherosclerosis, 35 which may affect the ability of the vasculature to respond to neural stimuli. 36 The aim of the present study was to characterize the hemodynamic response to pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation using fTCD. Results showed a large cerebral neuronal activation in response to tactile stimulation of the hand, with up to a 20% increase in CBFV, demonstrating the potency of the saltatory pneumotactile stimulation of the hand. Changes in MCA envelope velocity during stimulation appeared to correspond with changes in distal arterial resistance, as measured by the PI. The maximum percent change in the ensemble average envelope velocity decreased over successive trials, showing adaptation. Slight left lateralization appeared to occur during pneumotactile stimulation of the right hand, as expected physiologically. These results show that the pneumotactile somatosensory stimulation can augment CBF, and its potential to induce plastic changes in the brain's neurovasculature and provide protection from ischemic stroke should be explored further.
